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A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER

THE TEAM

What a difference three months can make. Just three months ago we gathered in Nashville for 

our March sales conference, presenting the debut releases from Harper Horizon and enjoying the 

warmth of friendly, face-to-face conversations. It seems almost nostalgic now to remember when 

a staff meeting didn’t require a video chat, children and pets didn’t make regular appearances 

in conference calls, and we could drop by one another’s desks for advice, to discuss an idea, or 

simply to connect. Truly, the outbreak of COVID-19 has changed our world in such a brief time. 

And yet, one thing hasn’t changed in our publishing business: the power of the written word to 

offer hope and bring people closer to each other. While no one could have predicted that we 

would be presenting our Spring 2021 titles in the midst of a global pandemic, we always expected 

that the books we set out to publish would encourage, instruct, and connect our readers around a 

common purpose. This not only remains true but is more needed than ever.

During this global outbreak, the Harper Horizon team recognizes that we all crave stories and 

advice that will unite and inspire us to be the best version of ourselves during swiftly evolving, and 

sometimes isolating, times. Our Spring 2021 releases do just that. 

In our catalog, you’ll find books that speak to the heart of the most human experiences. From 

stories about family, to empowering calls for compassion and timeless parenting advice, the 

Harper Horizon Spring 2021 catalog highlights the strength we all possess to love, grow, and 

overcome. We are excited for you to learn more about these titles and help us to bring them to 

readers across the globe. 

While our business does operate in the margins of uncertainty, we live in a world where one truth 

remains: each day we can commit ourselves to doing good—for ourselves, for our families and for 

each other. It’s comforting to know that we can lock our arms with you during this season, and 

offer much needed support and connection to our readers. 

As always, reach out to us with any questions, requests, and ideas. 

Andrea Fleck-Nisbet
Publisher, Harper Horizon
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STAY CONNECTED 
STAY INFORMED

Visit Harper-Horizon.com and stay up to date on the latest 
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S T R O N G
W O M E N  
L I F T  E A C H
O T H E R  U P

molly galbraith
Cofounder of Girls Gone Strong

If you’ve ever felt inadequate or compared yourself to others, Molly Galbraith can relate. In Strong 
Women Lift Each Other Up, the cofounder of the global Girls Gone Strong movement shares practical, 
actionable strategies to help readers gain a confident self-image that has a positive ripple effect in both 
their lives and the lives of other women. 

By the end of this book, readers will gain valuable insights to radiate confidence from the inside out, 
attract other like-minded, positive, uplifting women, and chase their dreams without worrying what 
others think. 

. . . All while supporting other women along the way.

Key Selling Points:
• A behind-the-scenes story of one of today’s leading women in the world of virtual health  
   and fitness  
• Supported by the Girls Gone Strong community, with 800K+ active members across the globe 
• Essential fitness and business lessons taught through an entertaining, engaging personal  
   narrative 
• A celebration of all women and a perfect encouraging gift for women in all walks of life  

Author Bio:
Molly Galbraith, CSCS, is the cofounder of Girls Gone Strong (GGS), the world’s largest platform providing 
evidence-based, interdisciplinary health, fitness, and nutrition education for women and the health and fitness 
professionals who work with them—including industry-leading certification programs and coaching.

Strong Women Lift Each Other Up is woven throughout the fabric of GGS, as Molly leads her team of 40+ women 
from the US, Canada, UK, Mexico, India, and Australia. From employing, educating, featuring, collaborating with, 
and investing in women, the business is known for walking the talk in its dedication to uplifting women, and 
currently serves a community of more than a million women from 80+ countries around the world.

Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785237853, On Sale: 3/9/2021, USD: $21.99
Audio Book, ISBN: 9780785237860, On Sale: 3/9/2021, USD: $20.99

ISBN: 9780785239086

On Sale: 3/9/2021

Ship Date: 2/10/2021

USD: $27.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 256

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Self-Esteem  

             SEL023000

Strong Women Lift Each Other Up
Molly Galbraith

COVER NOT FINAL
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Join Naomi Davis, creator of the blog Love Taza, on adventures of marriage, motherhood, and family in NYC 
and beyond. By sharing her relatable experiences--in the same endearing, intimate style millions of fans 
appreciate—Naomi shows readers how to ignore the noise distracting them from living with purpose, to focus 
on building a life they love. 

Naomi imparts life lessons she’s learned along the way, including how to 
• Communicate openly and honestly in your marriage and friendships 
• Be confident in the choices you make as a mother--and why you’re more than “just a mom” 
• Make childhood feel magical, and seek out adventures with your little ones 
• Navigate spiritual upheaval and reclaim your faith 
• Curate your online experience, by not taking what’s “trending” too seriously and finding more  
   soulfulness in your social media 

Key Selling Points:
• From the celebrated content creator of Love Taza with an online following of 700K+ across all social   
   platforms 
• Relatable and easy-to-follow parenting and marriage advice delivered in the warm, gracious  tone of  
  a close friend 
• A behind-the-scenes look at managing a business and establishing a brand without sacrificing family 
• Beautiful photos displayed on the endpapers bring fans of Love Taza even closer to the story 

Author Bio:
Naomi Davis, named a Forbes Top 10 Parenting Influencer, shares happy and helpful stories across her social media 
channels and award-winning website. What started in 2007 as a blog about her newlywed life in New York City while a 
Juilliard dance student, Love Taza has amassed a loyal following, reaching millions around the world. Now, Naomi continues 
to inspire audiences with vibrant photos, engaging videos, and heartfelt words that document her adventures parenting 
five young children, traveling near and far, exploring New York City, celebrating life’s simple joys, and finding purpose in 
the everyday. As @taza, Naomi has served as an ambassador for dozens of top brands, creating and producing successful 
branded campaigns. She launched a family travel collection at Target stores nationwide and been invited to the White 
House by former First Lady Michelle Obama, to discuss her Let’s Move! initiative. Naomi and her husband, Josh are the 
proud parents of five children.

Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785238690, On Sale: 3/30/2021, USD: $20.99
Audio Book, ISBN: 9780785238737, On Sale: 3/30/2021, USD: $20.99

ISBN: 9780785238683

On Sale: 3/30/2021

Ship Date: 3/3/2021

USD: $26.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 256

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: BIO022000 / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Women

A Coat of Yellow Paint: Ignore the Noise  
and Love Your Life
Naomi DavisCOVER NOT FINAL
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ISBN: 9780785236757

On Sale: 4/13/2021

Ship Date: 3/17/2021

USD: $28.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 224

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: BIO005000 / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /   

             Entertainment & Performing Arts 

Teresa Palmer and Sarah Wright Olsen are two moms from opposite sides of the world who are doing their best 
to raise happy, empathetic children while working, traveling, and maintaining their sanity. With six kids between 
them, the founders of the much-loved Your Zen Mama blog know as well as anyone that motherhood doesn’t 
exist in the highlight reel of life, and that finding even a fleeting semblance of calm among the epic ebbs and 
flows of being a parent is usually all you can hope for!

So, forget perfection and prepare to get real, vulnerable, and dirty (mostly from guacamole) with Sarah and 
Teresa as they delve into their journeys of motherhood and share some of the knowledge they’ve collected over 
the years from the Your Zen Mama community, from their expert mentors and through being in the trenches of 
parenthood themselves. Whether it’s dealing with fertility challenges or pregnancy loss, riding out a long and 
complicated labor, or juggling multiple kids (and work!), these mamas have been through it--and have written 
this gorgeous book to help you find your own glimpses of zen along the way too. 

Key Selling Points:
• Engaging, accessible advice for every step of the childbirth and newborn journey in a beautifully  
   designed package
• Book is a companion to authors’ successful parenting community YourZenMama.com
• Authors address all aspects of conception, pregnancy, and childbirth including topics of loss and self-care
• A celebration of the journey to parenthood in all its complexity, beauty and comedy from two eminent and  
  relatable celebrities 

Author Bio:
Teresa Palmer is a mother of three, Bodhi, Forest and Poet, and stepmother to Isaac. She has starred in many major films, 
including Mel Gibson’s Hacksaw Ridge, for which she received an AACTA nomination for best supporting actress, and Ride 
Like a Girl, the biopic of trailblazing Melbourne Cup winner Michelle Payne. She is currently playing the starring role in Sky 
series A Discovery of Witches while running the plant-based wellness brand Lovewell, which she co-founded with Chrissy 
Duigan. Teresa splits her time between homes in Adelaide and the Hollywood Hills.

Sarah Wright Olsen is a mother of two, Esme and Wyatt. An actor living in Los Angeles, Sarah has starred in many TV shows 
and movies including Mad Men, Parks and Recreation, The House Bunny and opposite Tom Cruise in American Made. She is 
currently working on a show for Netflix called Spinning Out. Sarah is also the co-owner of a plant-based organic mummy/
baby skincare line, baeo.
 
Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785241515, On Sale: 4/6/2021, USD: $21.99
Audio Book, ISBN: 9780785241522, On Sale: 4/6/2021, USD: $20.99

ISBN: 9780785241508

On Sale: 4/6/2021

Ship Date: 3/21/2021

USD: $34.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 7 x 9 

# of Pages: 288

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: FAM032000 / FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting /  

            Motherhood 

Zen Mamas: Finding Your Path Through 
Pregnancy, Birth and Beyond 
Teresa Palmer & Sarah Wright Olsen

COVER NOT FINAL
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Do you remember a time in your life when you believed in magic? 

Maybe it was Santa Claus or the Tooth Fairy, an imaginary friend, or a land of make-believe in your 
bedroom or backyard. But somewhere along the way, disappointment and disillusion erode our belief, and 
we tend to live in one of three states: 

• Mundane — the known things in our lives, the comfortable, the regular 
• Messy — the unkempt, the unmanaged, and the unmaintained 
• Madness — the drama and behavior that breed negative results, as well as uncontrollable emotions 

The antidote to the mundane, messy, and madness is the magical. 

If you’re longing for deeper meaning, bigger adventures, and more opportunities in your life, Tim will show 
you how to tap into The Miracle Mentality.

Key Selling Points:
• A powerful testament to the strength of perspective and personal choice, supported by a direct and  
   highly motivating narrative, which offers readers the key to discover a new way of acting and thinking 
• Easy-to-follow guide allowing readers to examine all aspects of life, from adolescence to  
   adulthood, including friendships, romantic relationships, career, health, and much more 
• Worksheets included for each chapter, for readers to apply the book’s essential principles to their  
   daily activities   
• Supported with the author’s numerous speaking engagements, virtual workshops, and engaging  
   social platform  

Author Bio:
Tim Storey is an acclaimed author, speaker, and life coach, known for inspiring and motivating people of all walks  
of life, from entertainment executives, celebrities, and athletes to adults and children in the most deprived 
neighborhoods in the country. Tim has traveled to seventy-five countries and spoken to millions of people. He often 
meets privately to counsel high-profile leaders in various industries. Tim regularly appears on nationally syndicated 
radio and television shows and has hosted an exclusive Saturday morning series on SiriusXM Radio. Recently, Tim was 
interviewed for a full-hour segment of Oprah Winfrey’s OWN SuperSoul Sunday. Since then, he has been a speaker 
for SuperSoul Sessions LIVE from UCLA and was a guest speaker at the ultra-exclusive PTTOW! (Plan to Take on the 
World) Summit in Palos Verdes, CA.

Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785236733, On Sale: 3/2/2021, USD: $21.99
Audio Book, ISBN: 9780785236740, On Sale: 3/2/2021, USD: $20.99

ISBN: : 9780785236726 

On Sale: 3/2/2021

Ship Date: 2/3/2021

USD: $27.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 256

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: SEL021000 / SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL  

             & INSPIRATIONAL

The Miracle Mentality: Tap into the Source of  
Magical Transformation in Your Life 
Tim Storey

COVER NOT FINAL
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ISBN: : 9780785236726 

On Sale: 3/2/2021

Ship Date: 2/3/2021

USD: $27.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 256

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: SEL021000 / SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL  

             & INSPIRATIONAL

At age eleven, Katie Russell Newland attended her first Chicago Cubs game. While dining at Harry 
Caray’s Italian Steakhouse in the Windy City, her mother planted the seed of a big dream: to visit all of 
the Major League Baseball (MLB) parks. 

Fast-forward years later, and Katie stands on the mound at Wrigley Field, baseball and glove in hand, 
name displayed on the billboard for all to see. 

Join Katie as she travels over 30,000 miles to all thirty MLB parks in a single season, a rare feat that was 
covered by the likes of ESPN. With black-and-white photographs taken along the way, accompanied by 
letters to her mother, she reflects on her life and America’s favorite pastime. 

Katie’s story is for 
• mothers and daughters, 
• cancer survivors, 
• baseball and sports fans, and 
• anyone who has experienced loss . . . and maybe fallen in love along the way. 

Key Selling Points:
• The heartfelt story of a daughter’s love, the pain of loss, the strength of a cancer survivor,  
   and the ability of America’s greatest pastime to set the stage for healing  
• Available for baseball and sports fans in time for the 2021 MLB season  
• A “must-have” gift for Mother’s Day 2021 and the perfect gift for any season of life 
• Includes beautiful images from the author’s trip, iconic baseball imagery, and whimsical  
   illustrations that bring the story to life  

Author Bio:
Katie Russell Newland is a writer and sports enthusiast with a PhD in language and literacy from the University 
of Texas at Austin. A survivor of both Hodgkin’s lymphoma and melanoma, she is now in remission and lives 
with her family in Austin, Texas. When she’s not watching sports or her favorite teams play (Chicago Cubs, New 
Orleans Saints, and Texas Longhorns), she can be found at a music festival, hosting a board game night, or playing 
pickleball. Katie’s story has been featured by ESPN, People, Good Morning America, the Today Show, Condé Nast 

Traveler, and The Huffington Post.

Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785238898, On Sale: 4/6/2021, USD: $19.99
Audio Book, ISBN: : 9780785238980, On Sale: 4/6/2021, USD: $19.99

ISBN: 9780785238881

On Sale: 4/6/2021

Ship Date: 3/10/2021

USD: $24.99

Format: Printed Case 

Dimensions: 5 x 7-1/8 

# of Pages: 208

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: BIO026000 / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  

             Personal Memoirs 

A Season with Mom: Love, Loss, and the Ultimate 
Baseball Adventure 
Katie Russell Newland
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FALL/WINTER 2020 RELEASES



Who doesn’t want to live a beautiful life?
For the one million-plus followers who turn to Syd and Shea McGee for advice on building a beautiful 
home, Make Life Beautiful will be a behind-the-scenes look into challenges and struggles the couple 
faced as they transformed Shea’s small room of fabric samples into one of the fastest-growing interior 
design businesses in the country.

Both longtime and new fans will not only gain insight into how the McGees built such a successful 
company but also be inspired to apply design inspirations and principles to craft joyful and authentic 
lives. Inspirational topics to help readers build an authentic life include

• Renovate your life
• Visualize the outcome
• Listen to your gut
• Elevate the everyday

Key Selling Points:
• 1 million+ Instagram followers, 150K+ Pinterest followers with over 10 million monthly views, far- 
   reaching email, and robust organic search abilities with blog
• Previous press coverage includes Better Homes and Gardens, TODAY, HGTV Magazine, and  
   Architectural Digest, among others
• Exclusive Studio and Co product line releasing fall 2020
• Netflix docuseries launching fall 2020 and coinciding with the book launch

Author Bio:
Syd and Shea McGee are a husband-and-wife team who met in college, fell in love, married, and started a family. 
Soon after earning a degree in public relations, Shea realized her true calling was design, so she enrolled in a design 
program and, after a few semesters, found she had a waitlist of clients and no idea how to handle the workload. 
Together, the couple decided to turn Shea’s small business into something bigger and launched Studio McGee in 
2014. Studio McGee is now one of the best-known interior design firms in the nation. With a diversely talented team 
of 30, they manage design projects across the country.

Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785233886, On Sale: 10/27/2020, USD: $20.99
Audio Book, ISBN: 9780785233893, On Sale: 10/27/2020, USD: $20.99

ISBN: 9780785233879

On Sale: 10/27/2020

Ship Date: 9/30/2020

USD: $26.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 224

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  

            Personal Memoirs BIO026000

Make Life Beautiful 
Syd and Shea McGee
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Hit the trail with Sara Schulting Kranz, life coach and certified wilderness guide, as she 
shares her personal journey to healing and forgiveness, providing readers with her self-
developed method of harnessing the power of nature as a pathway to personal well-being. 

In Walk Through This: Harness the Healing Power of Nature and Travel the Road to Forgiveness, Sara 
shares a step-by-step handbook that shows readers how to reconnect with nature—wherever they may 
be—and begin their healing journey. You’ll be equipped with tools to use along the way, such as

• Foundational information about nature deficit disorder and the negative impact it has on our     
   minds and bodies
• Exercise prompts to help you evaluate where you are on the path and check your progress along  
   the way
• Meditations to guide you deeper into the process

Everyone has the capacity to forgive and to heal. All you need to do is take that first step . . .

Key Selling Points:
• Author offering a unique approach to life coaching, combining guided hiking trips with  
  leadership training
• Featured TEDx Talk speaker – “We Need a New Definition of Forgiveness”  
• Documentary set for 2020 release, directed by Laura VanZee Taylor (I Am Maris), featuring Sara’s  
   story and work 
• Host and founder of the Live Boldly podcast

Author Bio:
Sara Schulting Kranz is a Professional Coach, Wilderness and Grand Canyon Guide, TEDx Speaker on Forgiveness, 
author, and a mom of three sons. As a multiple trauma survivor, Sara coaches individual men and women through 
their own life-shifting journeys of healing and transformation. When not working with individual clients, you will 
find her guiding transformational coaching, hiking, adventure, meditation and breathwork retreats in the Grand 
Canyon and mountains of Southern California. When not leading others, she can be found stand-up paddling the 
Pacific Ocean, summiting mountains, or on multi-day backcountry hiking trips.

Also Available: 
EBook, ISBN: 9780785238669, On Sale: 11/10/2020, USD: $20.99
Audio Book, ISBN: 9789785238676, On Sale: 11/10/2020, USD: $23.99

ISBN: 9780785238652

On Sale: 11/10/2020

Ship Date: 10/14/2020

USD: $26.99

Format: Hardcover 

Dimensions: 6 x 9 

# of Pages: 272

Carton Quantity: 24

BISAC: SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Happiness SEL016000

Walk Through This: Harness the Healing Power of 
Nature and Travel the Road to Forgiveness
Sara Schulting Kranz
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ORDERING & CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Retail Bookstores and Distributors 

• To order by phone: Call toll-free 1-800-250-5308

• To order by email: retailcc@harpercollins.com

• To order by mail: Harper Horizon, Attn: Customer  

   Service, PO Box 141000, Nashville, TN 37214-1000

• To order by fax: Fax your order toll-free to 

   1-855-822-0957

Other Contacts of Interest

• International Customer Service: 1-800-250-5308  

  or email internationalcc@harpercollins.com

• International Export Sales & Distribution  

  (English product): Phone 1-800-250-5308 or  

   email exportsales@harpercollins.com 

• The mailing address for the above distributions  

   and all other Harper Horizon executive offices is  

  Harper Horizon, Attn: (the department you wish  

  to contact), 501 Nelson Place, P.O. Box 141000,  

   Nashville, TN 37214-1000 or call 1-800-250-5308

Customer Service Problems or Questions

Our Customer Service Representatives are ready 

to assist you between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. Central 

Time, Monday through Friday. Please have specific 

details available when you call, so we can assist you 

completely and efficiently. 

Customer Service inquiries: Call toll-free 

      1-800-250-5308

ANY DOLLAR OR UNIT DISCREPANCY OR CLAIM 

AGAINST ANY INVOICE MUST BE PRESENTED IN 

WRITING TO HARPER HORIZON WITHIN 90 DAYS 

FROM THE INVOICE DATE. 

Returns

Some of our Sales channels sell nonreturnable 

items. If in doubt, consult your Sales Representative 

regarding eligibility. 

Eligible returns policy: Regular-priced product is 

returnable from 90 days after invoice date and 

for as long as the item is in print. A restocking 

fee may be assessed. All items specifically sold as 

nonreturnable items, which will be returned to you 

at your expense. Eligible returns MUST be shipped 

back by a traceable carrier (UPS, FedEx Ground, 

etc.) to Harper Horizon, 2205 East Lincoln Way, 

La Porte, IN 46350. If proof of delivery cannot be 

provided, we cannot guarantee credit will be issued. 

Returned items should be resalable and free of all 

store labels and stickers. Always include a packing 

slip itemizing the return and make any pertinent 

notes about defects, overshipments, etc., so your 

return can be credited correctly.

Pricing and Availability

Prices, availability, and publication dates of products 

featured in this catalog are subject to change 

without notice. Resellers may set their own prices. 

All prices are in U.S. dollars.

Online Catalog

Also available in digital format,  

https://bit.ly/Horizon-Catalogs & on Edelweiss.

For more information about Harper Horizon titles 

and authors, visit us at www.harper-horizon.com. 



OUR MISSION
Harper Horizon is a Nashville-based publisher with a mission to acquire and publish books that 
reflect the values and cultural diversity of the Heartland.

We are committed to building strong brands over time and publishing with intention. Our goal is to 
give each book we produce the best chance to make its way into the hands of readers through the 
right combination of packaging, positioning, and partnerships with the bookselling community.

WHAT IS THE HEARTLAND?
The Heartland evokes a spirit of strong community and diverse voices—where readers are inspired 
to make the world a better place.

FOLLOW US 
  // HarperHorizon

www.Harper-Horizon.com




